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Overview
• Uncovering rationales behind predictions of GNNs focus on selecting a

subgraph through combinatorial optimizations.
• Turn the combinatorial optimization problem into a step-by-step generative

problem, aiming to learn the distribution of subgraphs.
• Construct the Directed Acyclic Graph structure for sequential modeling.
• Dynamically check cut vertices to check the connectivity of the subgraph,

efficiently explore parent states for the GFlowNets structure.

Problem Statement
What problem the post-hoc GNN explanation solves

• Given an instance, a node 𝑣 or a graph 𝐺, the goal of GNN explanation is
to identify a subgraph 𝐺𝑆 = (𝒱𝑠, ℰ𝑠) and the associated features 𝑋𝑠 =
𝑥𝑗 𝑣𝑗 ∈ 𝐺𝑠 that are important for the GNN prediction 𝑌𝑖 = Φ(𝑣𝑖) or
𝑌𝑔𝑖 = Φ(𝐺𝑖) , where 𝑔𝑖 is a graph instance, Φ is the trained GNN model.

• The objective is to maximization the mutual information:
max 𝑀𝐼(𝑌, 𝐺𝑆) = 𝐻 𝑌 − 𝐻(𝑌|𝐺𝑠)

Motivation of GFlowExplainer
• Existing RL Solution 1: Reward maximization

Issue: Local optimum in combinatorial optimizations 
Motivation: TD-like flow matching condition

• Existing RL Solution 2: Sequential modeling 
Issue: Computational expensive pretraining strategy
Motivation: Consider graph as an ordered set, construct DAG structure

High-level Framework of GFlowExplainer
• GFlowExplainer consists of a tuple (𝒮,𝒜), 𝒮 is a finite set of states, 𝒜 is

the action set consisting transitions: 𝑎𝑡: 𝑠𝑡 → 𝑠𝑡+1.
• Consider 𝐺𝑆 as a compositional object. 
• Starting from an empty graph, different from traditional optimization 

problems maximizing the mutual information, the objective is to construct 
TD-like flow matching condition , to obtain a generative forward policy 
𝜋(𝑎𝑡|𝑠𝑡) so that 𝑃 𝑌, 𝐺𝑠 ∝ 𝑟 𝑌, 𝐺𝑠 .

The probability of generating a subgraph is proportional to its reward 

Experiment

Training Objective for flow modeling : Inflow = Outflow
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Experiment setup
Datasets:
• Node classification task : BA-shapes, BA-Community, Tree-Cycles/Tree-Grid
• Graph classification task : BA-2motifs, Mutagenicity, Graph-SST2
Baselines: GNNExplainer , PGExplainer, DEGREE, RG-Explainer
Metrics: AUC score ( quantitative analysis ) , visualization ( qualitative analysis)

Our Solution

Aggregate information for the graph structured data
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Self-attention mechanism to avoid generating large subgraphs
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DAG matters! Gflownets Enhanced Explainer for 
Graph Neural Networks

Have better generalizations in the inductive setting. Ablation
experiments show the superiority of proposed DAG structure.

Our method could identify ground truth structures 
effectively without many irrelevant edges. 

Our method  improves the SOTA method by 5% over all ! 


